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Reshaping Personhood:

Fictions of Fatness and Problems of Persons

Masaomi Kobayashi

I

The decades have witnessed that discussions of organismic

personhood go extensive, as dimensions of academic field go expansive.

Indeed, ecological and environmental discourses that emerged during the

last decades (e.g. ecocriticism, ecotourism, and environmental ethics)

place particular emphasis on nature's "personality." An obvious example

is Timothy Morton's perspective on the natural world. In his critical

work on the eco-writings of Percy Bysshe Shelly, he specifies nature's

silence as eloquence, asserting that the notion of silent eloquence

indicates that "nonhuman animals are 'speaking' without a perceived

access to human language" (128). That is, each living thing does speak

a language if silence is conceived not as an absence of language, but as

an existence of non-linguistic factor in language, and such an attempt

to personalize all life must be made to conceptualize humans as persons

proximate to other types of "persons."

With the advent of biologically holistic discourses such as bioethics,

moreover, humans have been decentralized as a part of an interrelated

whole: in other words, we humans have since attempted to harmonize

ourselves with others. To this end, our personhood is widely applicable

to nonhuman animals: "Because of our increasing biological knowledge,

the gap between human individuals and animals is becoming less dis

tinct. Among the implications of proximate personhood is the
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realization that animals such as the African apes are at least quasi-

persons" (Walters 97). The term "quasi-persons" may lead to centralizing

humans as real persons, but nevertheless it should be stressed that

nonhuman animals are literally personable and therefore that they

serve to redefine our personhood.

By taking ecological, environmental, or biological views of

ourselves, we can thus deepen our understanding of personhood. It

must be noted, however, that such holistic perspectives emphasize our

relative position in the natural world, whereas law reveals that

personhood is fairly complex even in the social world populated

exclusively by humans and organizations. In particular, corporate law

speaks of the corporation as a quasi-person—a legal person, to be precise.

True, a legal person can be depersonalized from a humanistic

perspective, in the sense that "the corporation is a creation of the law"

{Colley, Doyle, Logan, and Stettinius 10). In other words, legal persons

are by no means natural for human beings as, to use legal terms, natural

persons. Nevertheless, the fact that "a corporation as a legal person

can own things and a corporation as a legal thing can be owned by

[natural or legal] persons" (Barca, Iwai, Pagano, and Trento 17)

suggests that legal personhood is worth reexamining in the context of

interpersonal relationships not only between natural persons but

between natural and legal persons as well.

Indeed, several social movements in particular times demand

reconsideration and redefinition of personhood. That demand can be

met by referring critically to, for instance, the fat rights movement and

corporate restructuring movement in the United States. What is meant

by "critically" is that the present study focuses upon a number of

American literary works dealing with fatness of natural and legal per

sons. As we shall see, a chronological approach to those fictions serves
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to provide paradigmatic insights into the interrelation between obesity

and personality. Overall, this study attempts to demonstrate that fat

personhood is literally open to criticism.

n

If discrimination against one's appearance (e.g. skin color) must be

prohibited, then discrimination against one's corpulence must be subject

to penalties. In actual fact, however, "[a] very small number of

jurisdictions prohibit discrimination based on body size," although "[i]t is

not the case...that fat litigants are absent from the law, silenced, or

forgotten" (Kirkland 27). Given their discriminated conditions and

unacknowledged rights, overweight people can be supposed as a minority

group. It should then be mentioned that the term "minority" entered

American parlance in the 1930s in the context of race relations.1 In this

very respect, Charles Bukowski is worthy of notice, as the discussion below

shows.

Initially, Bukowski's sense of otherness was cultivated by his

foreign background as a son of German immigrants, and later he was

obsessed with his appearance, especially because he had afflicted with

severe acne vulgaris (which formed large boils and scars on his back

and face). In Ham on Rye, his pseudonymous self as Henry Chinaski

refers to a particular feeling he came to possess during the thirties:

I didn't want to be seen wearing swimming trunks because my

back was covered with boils and scars. Outside of that, I had

a good body. But nobody would notice that. I had a good

chest and great legs but nobody would see that.

...I didn't have any money and the guys didn't play in

the streets on Sunday. I decided that the beach belonged to
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everybody. I had a right. My scars and boils weren't against

the law. (164)

Simply put, the above passage describes his poor conditions. First of

all, that he had no money suggests his materially unblessed condition,

to which he attributes his family's "peasant blood and peasant training"

(192-193). Of equal importance is his physically unblessed condition. As

he himself says, Chinaski's acute self-consciousness is based primarily

on his boils and scars, but at the same time it is worth remarking his

association of his appearance with "a right" and "the law," giyen that

it was a time when appearances were seldom protected practically and

technically.

As we know, it was not until the 1960s that the civil rights movement

took place in the United States. Specifically, American antidiscrimination

policies became widespread with the enforcement of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964. It is not surprising, then, that its logical extension manifested

in the fat rights movement, which was, and is, "an attempt to draw a

parallel between fat rights and other civil rights" in "a culture obsessed

with thinness" (Kirkland 25). The pro-fat advocacy is hence an attempt

to reconstruct personhood through the negotiation between fathood and

citizenhood. Having said that, one is able to assume the reason why

Chinaski, whose affliction is "of the surface, of the skin" (Fontana 7),

reflects self-consciously on the fact that anyone would neither notice

nor see his "good body." It is presumably because he, with little or no

sense of legal security, needed to personalize, hence civilize, himself

through others' acceptance of his whole appearance.

To recapitulate, the civil rights movement emphasizes the need

of acceptance of appearance. In other words, its primary goal is to

harmonize one's appearance and everyone else's acceptance. It should be

noted, then, that the fat rights movement has often been referred to as
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"the size acceptance movement" since 1969 —the crucial moment when a

pro-fat organization was founded as the National Association to

Advance Fat Acceptance (NAAFA). Significantly, Bukowski seems not

to have been entirely out of touch with size acceptance events, and this

can best be understood by critiquing "Six Inches." Given it was first

collected in Erections, Ejaculation, and Exhibitions, and General Tales

of Ordinary Madness, the story was written before, at least, 1972. By

that time, Chinaski as Bukowski had appeared mostly as an overweight

character. The transformation from the adolescent with "a good body"

into the adult with a beer belly suggests his acceptance of his own

personhood—that he is a size-acceptance practitioner.

"Six Inches" deals with the interpersonal relationship between

Chinaski and his wife Sarah, who refers to his oversized body,

especially belly, as "a big tub of shit" (25). When his diet results in

failure, he asks her what his most desirable weight is; and the following is

her answer:

"I didn't say 'desirable weight,'" I said, 'desirable size.1 This is

the New Age, the Atomic Age, and most important the Age of

Overpopulation. I am the Saviour of the World. I have the

answer to the Overpopulation Explosion. Explosion. Let others

work on Pollution. Solving Overpopulation is the root; it will

solve Pollution and many other things too." (27)

It is quite questionable if the problem of overpopulation has really

something to do with that of oversize or overweight. In either case,

Sarah's obsession with "desirable size" is a clear manifestation of her

incapacity, rather than inability, to accept her husband's fat

personhood. In fact, she reduces him to six inches tall for her own sexual

gratification; that is, she shrinks him to her desired miniature size,

that of a phallus, thus depersonalizing him. Some critics like Gay
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Brewer consider such a shrinking man plot as "a science fiction staple" or

"folklore element" (54). At the same time, however, the story's realistic

aspect is also worth noticing in that the story was written when size

acceptance activists launched, or were about to launch, a protest.

In retrospect, Bukowski, as a novelist, was always "self-conscious" in

the literal sense of the word: he was always true to himself when presenting

himself as Chinaski, just as shown in such autobiographical novels as

Post Office, Factotum, and Ham on Rye. Notably, the introduction of the

autobiographical element into his fiction was crucial to his professional

career. The reader of, for instance, Ham on Rye realizes that Chinaskirs

outlet was "the imaginative escape of literature, both through reading in

the library and by writing his own early stories" (Brewer 41). In brief,

he escaped into the fictional world so as to distance himself from the

real world, in which he felt acutely unsecured in racial and legal terms.

Paradoxically enough, however, it is literature that enabled him to

reemerge with a redefined sense of reality. After working for many years

in a "post office" or as a "factotum," he eventually became a professional

writer. This career indicates that he developed his own personhood by

writing fictions, most of which draw upon autobiographical material.

In this sense, Bukowski's autobiographical fiction has singular relevance

to Paul Auster's: "It is easy to see what distinguishes Paul Auster

from other contemporary writers and to see why he is so successful.

There is no one less narcissistic than this novelist obsessed with the

self" {Bruckner 30).

For Auster, it seems, "narcissistic" signifies "self-reflective" rather

than "self-conscious," given his great interest in the interrelation

between self and itself in, for instance, the New York trilogy. In either

case, Bukowski and Auster, each in a different way, deal with "the

self." Additionally, there is another similarity between these seemingly
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disparate authors. It can be discovered when we draw attention to a

unique character in Auster's Moon Palace. It is none other than

Solomon Barber, and his obesity is of specific significance in conducting

a critical analysis of fat personhood.

in

As has been pointed out, disappearance is a salient and recurrent

theme in the writings of Auster, whose collection of poems is entitled

"Disappearances." More specifically, disappearance is synonymous with

evanescence—one with which he deals in the entitled essay in The Art of

Hunger. In the case of fiction, his characters, especially protagonists,

tend "to become nobody. In the first pages of each novel, an abundant

rhetoric of negation and deprivation is put in place; they all end after

a gradual process of stripping body and soul bare, an intimately figurative

or literal process that tends toward an end by mere evanescence"

(Chenetier 38). In this point, Marco Stanley Fogg in Moon Palace is

certainly no exception.

As the story unveils, the reader finds Fogg's "bodily self sliding

irrevocably, like the story itself, toward the Zero: towards bankruptcy,

starvation, and death; toward the 'end'"(Weisenburger 130). At the

same time, the novel requires us to draw close attention not only to

Marco's evanescence but to Barber's corpulence as well. Unlike Fogg

who approaches "the Zero," in other words, Barber (who turns out to

be his father) is Auster's atypical character in that his benchmark is by

no means below 250. At the age of fifteen, he starts to be seriously

concerned about his increasing weight:

He struggled through his adolescence to keep it below 250, but

his late-night binges did not help, nor did diets seem to have
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any effect. He shrank from mirrors and spent as much time

alone as he could. The world was an obstacle course of staring

eyes and pointing fingers, and he was an ambulatory freak

show, the balloon boy who waddled through gauntlets of

laughter and stopped people dead in their trucks. (240)

Barber's life begins in 1917 and ends in 1971. Just like Chinaski, then,

he was an adolescent Americans during the 1930s —the decade when he,

under the legally unsecured conditions, became acutely self-conscious

through dealing with, and then parting with, "staring eyes," "pointing

fingers," and "gauntlets of laughter." In addition, he has another thing

in common with Chinaski. The young Barber escapes into the fictional

world:

Books became a refuge for him early on, a place where he could

keep himself hidden-not only from others, but his own

thoughts as well. For Barber was never in doubt as to who

should be blamed for the way he looked. By entering the

words that stood before him on the page, he was able to forget

his body, and that, more than anything else, helped to put his

self-recriminations in abeyance. (240)

"By entering the words," Barber makes an adolescent attempt to "keep

himself hidden," "forget his body," and "put his self-recriminations in

abeyance." It must be hastened to add, however, that he is absorbed

not only in reading fictions, but also in writing one, which delineates

the white American protagonist's interpersonal relationship with the

Indians who call themselves "the Humans." Given that the Indians are

depicted not only as barbarians but also as "humans," Barber the

author can be said to project himself into the story in which he seems

to embrace the minority group's humanity. To put it differently, the

story is inseparable from the author's sense of otherness as "a 350 tit



an" whose "mere presence would disrupt the order of things" (244).

Thus, we recognize again that fat personhood was rather deemphasized

during the 1930s.

The setting of Moon Palace is principally laid in 1960s America,

and such particular events as "the occupation of administration offices

at Columbia, the Apollo moon landing, and the Kent State massacre are

key instances" (Weisenburger 130). In addition to those events, as we

have seen, however, the fat rights movement must be taken into full

account in referring to the sixties. In a sociopolitical atmosphere that

lays claim to fathood, Fogg tries to see his father as personable:

He was one of those monstrous fat men you pass sometimes

pass in a crowd: no matter how hard you struggle to avert

your eyes, you can't help gawking at him. He was titanic in

his obesity, a person of such bulging, protrusive roundness that

you could not look at him without feeling yourself shrink. It

was as though his three-dimensionality was more pronounced

than that of other men. (235)

Judging from his words such as "monstrous fat men," Marco may be

somewhat biased against fat people. It is nevertheless worth considering

that his primary goal is to construct the fat personhood of Barber. In

Marco, "his [father's] three-dimensionality was more pronounced than

that of other men," but this statement has little or no negative connotation;

rather, it serves to characterize him as "a person of such bulging,

protrusive roundness." Overwhelmed by "his obesity," moreover, Fogg

notices that "there was a legendary quality about him" (235). In this

manner, he discovers his father's own traits, thereby personalizing him.

Paradoxically, Barber's fat personhood becomes more evident when

he becomes less corpulent. Since his accidentally injured body cannot

consume any solid food, he starts to lose weight; consequently, he
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meets his end: "He weighed only 210 pounds at the time, and it was as

though half of him had already disappeared, as though once the process

had been set in motion, it was inevitable that the rest of him should

disappear as well" (298). In terms of size, as pointed out before, Barber

is certainly an atypical character of Auster. It has just turned out,

however, that he is also the author's typical character in terms of

disappearance. That is, the disappearances of "half of him" and "the

rest of him" indicate that he approaches and reaches his own zero point

where he weighs "only 210 pounds," although it must never be

overlooked that he is dissimilar to his son who finds "satisfaction in

minimizing his physical existence" and "getting as close as possible to

absolute zero without actually becoming zero" (Shibata 185).

When analyzed in this way, the novel can be critiqued from a

historical perspective: Barber's isolation as the other in a discriminational

atmosphere, and Fogg's personalization of his father in an

antidiscriminational atmosphere, are respectively inseparable from the

conditions of the thirties and the sixties. In order to further discuss

the interface between one's fatness and the times, we must discuss

Raymond Carver's stories, especially "Fat" and "Preservation."

IV

As an editor of The Best American Short Stories, 1986, Carver is

reported to have stated that one of the things that count lies in "coming to

terms with your own and other people's limitations" (Call 140). The origin

of his concern can be traced back to the early 1970s. In particular, his

1971 story, "Fat," is of high importance, for "Carver's concern with the

fragility of interpersonal relationships, particularly as they are exacer

bated by economic struggle, is readily apparent here" (Meyer 33). It
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must be hastened to note, as we will see, however, that the story deals

with a possibility as well as "fragility" in interpersonal terms.

"Fat" deals with different interpersonal relationships. The one

concerns the unnamed first-person narrator as a waitress and everyone

else but the fat character —the other waitresses, a busboy, and a cook

who happens to be her lover. The reader can readily tell from her brief

exchanges with them that her relationship with them represents "the

fragility of interpersonal relationships." It becomes clear when she

tries to defend the fat man from them who refer to the fat customer

as, for example, "old tub-of-guts" and "fat man from the circus" (3), by

telling them, "He can't help it...so shut up" (14).

The narrator's another relationship is formed exclusively with the

fat customer who orders a variety of meals in her second-rate restaurant.

As she waits on him, she says, "A person has to be comfortable." The

remark indicates that she has the notion of personhood. Equally

important, she applies the principle of "a-person-has-to-be-comfortable"

to herself as well; and it is when her lover initiates sex: "When he gets

on me, I suddenly feel I am fat. I feel terrifically fat, so fat that Rudy

is a tiny thing and hardly there at all." If Marco's Barber makes you

unable to avoid "feeling yourself shrink," then Carver's fat character

makes you "feel terrifically fat." Thus, the narrator, who had said to

him, "Me, I eat and eat and I can't gain" (16), incorporates, albeit

imaginatively, his terrific fatness into herself. In this sense, she is

literally a practitioner of "size acceptance."

Viewed from the other side, however, the fat customer (whom the

narrator refers simply to as "the fat man") is by no means merely the

accepted, given that he empowers her with his fatness. So fat is he

that he refers to himself as "we." For him, "I" is hence "we." This

first-person plural pronoun implies his own capacity to accept someone
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else—and in the narrator's mind he does accept her by enabling her to

feel as fat as him. It can then be said that she plays a dual role as the

accepter and the accepted. In any case, she identifies herself with him,

thereby nurturing in herself a sense of unity. For her, therefore, "I"

is now "we."

In "Fat," however, the question of "we" is actually twofold. If "I"

is also "we" for the customer, then "we" is also "I" for the narrator.

In order to understand her complex selfhood, one must draw a parallel

between her mental identification with him and her sexual identification

with him, Rudy. As quoted previously, she becomes at one with the

former when she becomes at one with the latter. At this very point,

she decides to sever relations with her present lover in order to

individualize herself, just as suggested at the story's very end: "My life

is going to change. / feel it" (16; emphasis added).

The narrator's "I" comes into being immediately after her imaginative

identification with the fat man. With his fatness in mind, she is

therefore in the process of changing herself. To put it another way, it

is his fat personhood that underlies her latent personhood. More often

than not, however, the conclusion of the story has been unfavorably

received among critics, particularly because "the sense of the story's

close, ultimately, is that the waitress will not act but will continue to

be acted upon" (Nesbitt 301). Admittedly, it is more or less uncertain

if she will really be able to change herself since she is just feeling "it," yet

what matters more is that the story can be linked with the fat rights

movement by remarking her practice of size acceptance, to which size-

acceptance activists have attached great importance.

The size-acceptance practitioners have generally aimed at "establis

hing a political identity for fat people" (Kirkland 24), and Carver takes

one step further in "Fat." Empowered by the fat man, as we have seen,
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the narrator comes to attempt at establishing a personal identity for

herself. In this sense, the story delineates not only the possibility of

practicing size acceptance, but the potentiality of experiencing an

existence as well. This potentiality—"My life is going to change"—is

suggested in the future tense, and it is the author's exceptionally

positive suggestion, given his other stories such as "Preservation."

As stated in its introductory section, this study deals with the

relationships between natural persons and between natural and legal

persons. Carver's stories have close relevance to both types of relationship.

Carver's 1980s stories are then crucial, for economists have recommended

downsizing as the best way for U.S. corporations since the early 1980s.

In his provocative Fat and Mean, for example, David M. Gordon, an

economics professor, points out: "In 1960, by international standards,

U.S. corporations were heavy. By 1989, they had become obese" (48).

By "heavy" or "obese," he implies that the corporation is legally a person

capable of practicing weight control. That is, it is capable of

downsizing.

Obsessed with slimness, "heavy" or "obese" corporations attempt to

lose weight. Under the name of "restructuring" {which has been

frequently used as a synonym of "downsizing" in the U.S.A. and

Japan), in other words, they attempt to reduce unnecessary staff in

order to decrease cost and increase profit.2 Thus reemerges the

conflict between legal and natural persons. This specific kind of

interpersonal relationship is briefly described in Carver's 1983 story,

"Preservation." In his work, as we know, appear a large number of

characters who are or get jobless; and the same is true of the narrator's

unnamed husband in this story. In the opening scene he tells her, "I

got canned today. Hey, what do you think's going to happen to

us now?" (35)
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Carver's husband the roofer loses his job suddenly and unexpectedly.

There is no clue at all why he "got canned." What is only sure is that

he "got canned" by his employer as a natural person or by the corporation

as a legal person. Severed from a natural or legal person, he is abruptly left

in suspense — his present condition is therefore representative of "the

fragility of interpersonal relationships." Given 1980s America in which

numbers of corporations were already "obese" rather than "heavy," he

can be assumed as a victim of corporate downsizing. In other words,

his corporation, as a legal person, was in the process of reducing

weight by reducing staff. In this story, the problem of interpersonal

relationship is hence related to that of U.S. corporate culture in the

1980s.

As Gordon observes, however, "[t]he story doesn't end with the

1980s," for "[cjorporate 'downsizing' has become a watchword of the

1990s," which means "that corporations are becoming 'lean and mean,' that

they're dramatically reducing their managerial staffs, that they' ve

gone on a crash diet" (51). The argument of Fat and Mean is, after all,

that "fat" corporations need to be lean, but that they need not to be

"mean" by "reducing their managerial staffs" through "crash diet." In

the last paragraph of the book he asserts:

U.S. corporations are fat and mean. We all bear the costs of

their commitment to the low road. We cannot expect those

corporations to change their ways either easily or willingly.

We need to change the environment in which they operate and

to push and pull them, no matter how deeply they dig in their

heels. (253)

In this way, Gordon is highly critical of corporate downsizing. Rather

than criticizing, on the other hand, Carver's primary concern lies in the

fact that there are a great number of people who are out of work in
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America. Indeed, at the end of "Preservation," the unemployed husband

goes back into the living room where he has done nothing but sitting

on the sofa and looking at T.V. The ending scene tells us that he will

probably continue to be jobless in Carver's America or in "Carver's own

world of displaced persons" (Clarke 117).

To repeat, the problem the abovementioned husband confronted is

an ongoing problem with natural and legal persons. In fact, we have

been witnessing increasingly numerous and various conflicts between

them since the 1980s.3 Noticeably, those conflicts concern fatness: a

large number of applicants have been refused by corporations that

regard them as being fat, whereas a large number of employees have been

dismissed by corporations that regard themselves as being fat. The

question of fatness is thus significant for both natural and legal

persons, especially when they interact-or rather conflict-with each

other.4 The present study has demonstrated this very significance by

conducting a chronological analysis of several fictions, each of which does

reflect ever-changing reality—social reality, to be exact. By proceeding

to conduct not only ecological, environmental, or biological but also

social critiques under such specific subjects as fatness, we will further

be able to broaden our horizons of personhood. In so doing, our

"personism," rather than humanism, will serve to increase the sum of

knowledge of "persons."

Notes

1 See, for example, Gleason.

2 At the same time, the question of corporate downsizing/restructuring

is material to "the wave of mergers and acquisitions [M&A] in the

1980s and early 1990s that resulted in a whole new rationale for getting
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rid of people: downsizing, rightsizing, restructuring, with all of the

related 'social issues'" (Waddock 7). It may be said in this connection

that the corporation's thingness has been brought to light by mergers,

which "have exerted a substantial influence on the structure of the U.S.

economy" (Gwartney and Stroup 284). The concept of the merger

assures shareholder capitalists that the corporation is but a thing

which can be sold and bought. For American capitalists, or those

referred to as "shareholder capitalists," the merger is thus one of the

ways to eliminate the legal personality from a corporation.

3 The following are few examples of those conflicts: McDermott v.

Xerox Corp (1984), Nelson v. EBI Companies (1984), Christensen v.

Argonaut Insurance Company (1985), Tanberg v. Ackerman Investment

(1991), Cook v. State of Rhode Island Department of Mental Health

(1993), Fredregill v. Nationwide Agribusiness Ins. Co. (1997), and Parker

v. Massanari (2001). For all these cases, see Kirkland.

4 A highly charged issue in this connection is that of what is

generally called "corporate citizenship." The business scandals of and

around 2002, especially ones triggered by Enron, WorldCom, and Global

Crossing, demand rethinking not only corporate personality that permits

autonomizing the corporation, but also corporate responsibility for those

both inside and outside the corporation, i.e. insiders (e.g. directors, top

officers, middle managers, and regular workers) and outsiders (e.g.

creditors, suppliers, customers, and temporary workers). In other

words, those scandals "draw attention to the reality that many people do,

in practice, separate their morality and their humanity from economic and

business decisions"(Waddock 34).
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論文要約

人格性の再形成一肥満の小説と人物の問題

小林 正臣

本稿はアメリカ社会における ｢人格性 (personhood)｣という問題の在り方

の時代変遷を幾つかの文学作品を批評しながら検証している｡とくに肥満体の

正当化を目的とする運動は､肌の色などの外見による差別への抗議を含んだ公

民権運動と同様に､外見の人格性に関する社会的事象として捉えられる｡この

点を論証するうえで本稿は､肥満体の人物が登場するチャールズ ･ブコウスキー

とボール ･オースターの緒作品に注目する｡それらにおける肥満体の描かれ方

を分析すると､戦前と戦後､具体的には1930年代と1960年代の2世代における

肥満体に対する意識の変遷が理解できる｡そして ｢人物｣に関する試論は､

｢人｣であり ｢物｣ である法人に関する試論と不可分である｡たとえば､リス

トラによる組織の ｢縮小化 (downsizing)｣という用帝が示すように､人間の

解雇の問題は法人の肥満の問題でもある｡かくしてレイモンド･カーヴァーの

小説において頻出する失業問題は､現実または社会における ｢人｣と法律また

は経済における ｢人｣の対立として考察できる｡そして､この対立に関する判

例は増加傾向にある｡したがって本稿は､人格性に関する議論を通じて､人文

科学としての文学と社会科学としての法律学や経済学との新たな学際的研究を

行うための試論である｡
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